January 20-22, 2012

SCALE 10x

Returns to the Hilton Los Angeles Airport Hotel!

5711 West Century Boulevard
Los Angeles, California, United States 90045
Tel: 310-410-4000    Fax: 310-410-6250

54 Speakers/Presenters
56 Exhibitors

The Southern California Linux Expo features an exhibit floor for vendors to meet and interact with attendees.

12 SPECIAL EVENTS

- Mongo Los Angeles • Open Source Software in Education • UpSCALE • FOSS Mentoring
- Los Angeles PostgreSQL Day • Fedora Activity Day • SCALE University • Linux Beginner Training at SCALE 10X • PGP Keysigning Party • UbuCon • DevOps Day LA
- SCALE: The Next Generation

Register Online!
https://www.socallinuxexpo.org/scale10x